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This work deals with the history of organized Jewish Genealogy in the Land of Israel, and before
that – in Germany. It is important to note that the history of Jewish Genealogical research in itself is
rather ancient, as already in the book of Genesis, immediately following the story of creation and
that of Adam and Eve’s expulsion from the Garden of Eden – there are lists of detailed Genealogy in
Chapter 4, and chapter 5 in its entirety is dedicated to the description of Adam and Eve’s family tree,
describing their descendents. It is well known and quite clear that over the generations many have
researched, documented and published Jewish genealogies; with those we do not deal here now.
New York, 1977; Tel-Aviv, 1983
In 1977, the Jewish Genealogical Society was set up in New York (U.S.A) constituting the first
Jewish genealogy society established after the Second World War1. The society was simply named
“Jewish Genealogical Society”, to teach us that at that time there was no need to add geographical
identification (this is much like the fact that many historic tombstones do not have family names on
them, as all members of the community knew who “Moshe Ben-Pinchas” was). Some of the founders
of the organization were well-known genealogists: Rabbi Malcolm Stern (Born 1916 in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A; Died in 1994 in New York, New York, U.S.A), who is considered to be the “Dean of
American Jewish Genealogy” (among others, he documented the Jewish families arriving in America
since Colonial times), and today, The Rabbi Malcolm Stern Grant awarded by the International
Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies (IAJGS) honors his memory; Arthur Kurtzweil (born in
1951 in New York, New York, U.S.A) wrote one of the most popular Jewish genealogy books2 and Dr. Neil
Rosenstein (born 1944 in Cape Town, South Africa), known as a researcher and documenter of rabbi
dynasties, and mostly for his book, “The Unbroken Chain” detailing all of the known descendents of
Rabbi Saul Wahl born in the 16th Century3.this society has been publishing the “Dorot” quarterly since
1979.
About six years later, in 1983, the Israel Genealogical society was established in Jerusalem, headed by

1)  M.A. Ehrlich (ed.), Sack-Pikus, S. "Evolution of Jewish Genealogic Studies", Encyclopedia of the Jewish Diaspora: Origins,
Experiences and Culture (Santa Barbara, CA,2008). ABC-CLIO. , Vol. 3 ,pp. 292-294.
2)  Arthur Kurzweil, From Generation to Generation: How to Trace Your Jewish Genealogy and Family History, (New York,
1980).
3)  The book was first published by Shengold Publishing house in New York.
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Ms. Esther Ramon. Founders of the society other than Ramon (in alphabetical order): Shmuel EvenOr (Ornstein), Roda Cohen, the late Mazal Linenberg-Navon, Ruth Regbi, Esther Ramon and Shmuel
Shamir – some of them are still active and well known to genealogist in Israel and world-wide.
In its first steps, the association’s meetings took place in the “Mevakshei Derech” Hall, 22 Agnon St. in
Jerusalem (the “Givat Oranim” neighborhood4).
“Sharsheret Hadorot”, the society’s bi-lingual journal (Hebrew and English) was first published in 1986,
and has been published on a regular basis 3-4 times a year since then. Further, the association has
published a number of collections of genealogical articles in the “Leveit Avotam” periodical.
Nevertheless, the roots of Jewish genealogy are not in New York of 1977, nor are the roots of Jewish
genealogy in Israel in Jerusalem of 1983. These were preceded by the seeds sown in Berlin, 1924, which
later grew in Jerusalem of the 1940s.
Berlin, 1924
In 1924, a Jewish Genealogical Society was set up in Berlin, Germany; the society was called
“Gesellschaft für Jüdische Familienforschung” (Society for Research of the Jewish Family) and
established by Arthur Paul Czellitzer (Born April 5th 1871 in Wroclaw, Poland5), an eye surgeon by
training, who was rather active in the domain of genealogical research6. In 1934 Czellitzer published
“Mein Stammbaum: Eine genealogische anleitung fur deutsche juden” (My Family Tree: A guide for
the Genealogy of German Jews), a small 32 page booklet with guidelines for genealogical research
of German Jewish families7. Timing of this publication may raise some eyebrows, as the Nazi party
was already in power in Germany, and Adolf Hitler was the state leader. The Arian Race Theory was
spreading, and in 1935 it developed into a rigid set of laws (“The Law for the Protection of German
Blood and German Honor” and “The Reich Citizenship Law”) discriminating against German Jews on
the grounds of race, meaning their family history. In the introduction to his book, Czellitzer relates to
the spirit of the times and writes the new regime strives for us to recognize the significance of family
to the race and our fore-fathers8.
"New government strives to make us all conscious of the importance of
the family's worth to the state, the significance of r ace, and an
interest in one's ancestors."
From its very beginning, the German association has published a quarterly in German which was
distributed all over Germany under the title of “Jüdische Familienforschung” (Research of the Jewish
Family); until 1930, the quarterly was printed in Gothic-German type, and all together, 50 issues were
published until 19389. This journal, which was printed in some 1,000 copies per edition in the 1930s,
included research of German Jewish families, but also of Jews outside Germany. The journal also
served for discussions among subscribers (much like the electronic distribution list of our era), most

4)  According to the publications of the meetings in the first “Sharsheret Hadorot”, bilingual Journal of the Israel Genealogical
Society.
5)  Then Breslau,  Germany.
6)  According to Wikipedia in German: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Czellitzer March, 2011.
7)  Philo Verlag und Buchhandlung Publishers, Berlin.
8)  As cited in Hertz, D.S, How Jews Became Germans: the History of Conversion and Assimilation in Berlin, (New Haven,
CT, Yale University Press, 2007).
9)  "Rottenberg, D". (1977).
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of whom had vast knowledge of family history, past customs, the origin of family names and more
genealogical issues10. Among other things, the booklet included indices for family name change
among Jews during the Prussian land reform of the early 19th Century, known as the Stein Hardenberg
Reforms.
In addition to scheduled meetings and journal publication, the society set up an archive for the
research of German Jewry, which included numerous documents recording the history of German
Jews, family trees and Jewish records.
It was only a question of time until the Society for Research of the Jewish Family to stop its activities
and halt publication of its journal. As mentioned earlier, publication stopped in 1938, and perhaps,
we ought to be more accurate and say “only in 1938”, as in its last years of activity, Dr. Czellitzer was
persecuted by the Nazis and had to change printing houses frequently. A few copies of this journal
are found in a few libraries around the world11. Nazi persecution caused Dr. Czellitzer to flee with his
family to Breda in Holland in the same year. He took with him the society’s archive. Details of what
happened during that time, and until her separation from him were provided in his wife, Margaret’s
testimony in 196412. The Germans invaded Breda in May, 1940, and Dr. Czellitzer and his family set
out on their escape route to France. However, when they arrived in Belgium, French police officers
arrested Dr. Czellitzer as he had a German passport and was considered “a suspect German”. His wife
and three daughters were allowed to continue on their way, managed to escape and reached the coast
of Britain, but there, too, their German passport posed a problem, and they were arrested and placed in
a women’s prison for four months. Once the war ended, Dr. Czellitzer’s wife and daughters emigrated
to the U.S.
Dr. Czellitzer’s imprisonment in Belgium lasted but six days, and he managed to return to his home in
Breda, Holland, where he lived alone for three years. During those years, Dr. Czellitzer labored on the
writing of his family’s history, ending with 121 pages which survived the war and published after his
death under the title “Geschichte Meiner Familie 1640-194213”. In April 1943, Dr. Czellitzer was arrested
in his home by soldiers and in July of that year he was sent to Westerbork, to be later transported to the
death camp of Sobibor. A short while before his arrest, when he realized his end was near, he worried
about the archive he had so carefully nurtured, and he deposited it with Dutch acquaintances, whom
he asked to transfer the materials to the Hebrew University in Jerusalem when the war was over.
Unfortunately, the archive in its entirety was destroyed during the war14. Dr. Czellitzer himself died
in the Sobibor Death Camp on July 16th 1943, three days after arrival15. The main bank of Holocaust
victims’ names in “Yad Vashem” there are two witness pages about Dr. Czellitzer: one deposited by a
relative, Franz Czellitzer in 1957 when the latter resided in Tel Aviv16, and the second was filled by Dr.

10)  AS reported in the handbook of the Jewish Genealogical Society in San-Francisco, California
11)  A full copy of all the issues is found in the Family History Department of the Mormon  Church Library in Salt Lake city,
Utah.
12)  A copy of her testimony,"Story of Your Childhood 1938-1945" is found in the Leo Beck Institute Archive in New York,
DOI:371877
13)  A copy of this work is found in the Leo Beck Institute Library in New York
14)  As published in august 1947 in the AJR Information Journal of the Association of Jewish Refugees in Great Britain Vol.
11 No. 8
15)  His name and date of death are recorded in the book “In Memorian – Nederlandse Oorlogsslachtoffes” based on the
activity of the Dutch Authority of War Funds; Entry No. 4230183 in the central Holocaust Victims registry.
16)  Entry No. 531245
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Czellitzer’s grandson, Thomas Stevens, from his home in the U.S. in 200717.
Jerusalem, 1939
Dr. Czellitzer was a highly dominant figure in the activity of the Jewish Genealogical Society which
operated in Berlin for 14 years. However, he was not the only member devoted to the association. The
association’s activity continued unofficially in Israel after the immigration of one of its members
– Siegfried Ascher. Little is known about this activity, and now, when data banks are available on
the Internet, it is possible to learn new details about the first organized activity in Israel engaging in
Jewish genealogy.
In 2003, Dr. Chanan Rapaport published an article in “Sharsheret Hadorot”18, where he first mentions
how he heard of the activity of “The Jewish Genealogical Research Society of Palestine” and of its
president, Dr. Siegfried Ascher. Rapaport notes the document he has establishes the society’s activity
already in 1942 and asks the readers to provide information about Dr. Ascher’s descendents. Later,
Rapaport contacted Dr. Ascher’s granddaughter, but she could not shed any light on his activities or
those of the society19.
In an article by Dr. Sallyann Amdur Sack-Pikus dated 200820, she states “There are documents concerning
the founders of a society for Jewish Genealogy in Palestine in 1937, but not much else is known about
the activities of that society.” The documents are not available today either21.
The summary of Dr. Ascher Siegfried’s life can be found both in the “Encyclopedia of the Founders
and Builders of Israel” edited by David Tidhar22, and in Ascher’s 80th birthday edition of “Ma’ariv”
newspaper23. From these two sources we learn that Dr. Siegfried Ascher was born in Berlin in 1877 and
immigrated to Israel in 1939. He first lived in Jerusalem and later moved to Haifa. His was an architect
and land expert by training, but he gained his fame from being one of the world known experts in
the field of stamp collecting and philately (stamp research). He served as the second president of the
Berlin Stamp Collectors’ Society. He compiled catalogues and was the editor of the philately journal
published in Germany. After immigrating to the Land of Israel, he invested most of his energy in the
establishment of the Philately Society and served as its honorary president. It is interesting to note
that in both sources, written long after the beginning (and perhaps after the end) of Dr. Ascher’s Israel
Genealogy chapter, do not so much as mention his engagement in Genealogy.
In 1937 and 1938 the name “Ascher Siegfried Dr. Phil Archit” still appears in the Berlin official telephone
directory24 . Nonetheless, a short while after arriving in the land of Israel, Ascher started engaging in
genealogical research. So, on September 29th 1940, the “Palestine Post” publishes an article entitled
“Jewish Genealogy: New Studies in Palestine”25, where the paper reports a meeting with Dr. Ascher,

17)  Entry No. 6868841
18)  Rappaport, Ch. "Note to History” Premiere! Who has heard of? Who Knows?” Sharsheret  Hadorot, 17 (1), 4. (2003).
19)  As informed in correspondence with Dr. Rapaport, March 2011
20)  See No. 1 above
21)  As informed to the author in a correspondence with Dr. Sallyann Amdur Sack-Pikus, March 2011
22)  Vol. 14, pp. 4537-4538
23)  “Dr Siegfried Ascher is 80 Years Old”,  "Ma'ariv", June 14th 1957 p. 15
24)  Amtliches Fernsprechbuch fur den Bezirk der Reichspostdirektion Berlin.
25)  "Jewish Genealogical Studies: New studies in Palestine", "Palestine Post", 29 September 1940, p. 4
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Figure 1: Report in the “Palestine Post” about Jewish genealogy as a new study field in the Land of
Israel (September 20th, 1940).
Reference to the Berlin society’s archive is surprising considering the knowledge of its bitter end
as mentioned earlier (in Dr. Cellitzer’s testimony). It is possible that some of the Berlin Association
archive made its way to the land of Israel, and another part – to Holland (where it was lost), with Dr.
Czellitzer. In the end of the report, the “Palestine Post”
reporter mentions that “A valuable service is rendered by the quarterly of the society which publishes
the whereabouts of many of the refugees from Germany and helps families to get in touch with each
other again.”
The Jerusalem Society’s Quarterly was about to be published already in the first half of 1940, and we
find evidence of that in another report in the same newspaper dated April 25th26 , where it reads,

26)  News in the Gazette (Genealogy), "Palestine Post", 25 April 1940, p. 2.
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Figure 2: Report in the “Palestine Post” about the Permission to publish the Quarterly of the Jewish
Genealogical Society in Jerusalem (April 25, 1940).
From the mention of the quarterly in the report in Figure 1, it seems the paper was indeed published.
Nonetheless, numerous searches in library catalogues, historic newspapers as well as Internet searches
yielded no such journal27.
However, the earliest testimony of the existence of the Jerusalem Jewish Genealogical society is
dated December 24, 1939, in a report of a new exhibition in Jerusalem presenting “photographs and
manuscripts of the German Jewish Philosopher Moses Mendelssohn28”. The items for this exhibition,
where 50 portraits of Mendelsohn were shown, were lent by no other than Dr. Hermann Meier.
Previously mentioned with regards to the society’s quarterly, and the exhibition, as reported by the
“Palestine Post”, was set up in cooperation with the Association of Genealogical Research in the
“Carmel Oriental”29 Building, on 9 Ben-Yehuda Street (see Figure 3. This mention of Dr. Meier, formerly
mentioned who had loaned the portraits of Mendelssohn, allows for the identification of Meier, and
not only that, but also – to thicken the ties between the Jerusalem society activity and the activity of
the Berlin Society. The missing link in the puzzle is provided by a report in the “AJR Information”

27)  Including consults with Hebrew Bibliography experts.
28)  "Three exhibitions in Jerusalem", Palestine Post, 24 December 1939, p. 2.
29)  The “Carmel Mizrachi” company.
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newspaper, the journal of Jewish refugees in Britain under the title “Mendelssohn Archives in Berlin”30.
The report presents the story of the Mendelssohn family archive. When the report was published,
some three quarters of the archive pertained to composer Felix Mendelssohn, and the additional
quarter to Moses Mendelssohn. The archive was complied, according to the report, by Former Berlin
Attorney Hermann Meier. In 1933, the archive was transported to Jerusalem, and from there to Basle,
Switzerland. In 1965 it returned to Berlin, and so the Berlin connection reappears in the activity of the
Jewish genealogical society in Jerusalem.

Figure 3: The earliest mention of the Jewish Genealogical society in Jerusalem (“Palestine Post”,
December 24, 1939).

30)  AJR Information, (Association of Jewish Refugees in Great Britain), June 1985, Volume XX No. 6 p. 10.
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The society’s meetings took place in Ben-Yehuda Street, close to the “Carmel Oriental” building, in
the innermost quarters of Café Tabor, which then resided in building No. 431 (See Figure 4). So, for
instance, the association informs of a meeting to take place on March 31st, 194032, where Dr. Brilling
would lecture about the history of Schlesien Jews, and Dr. Ascher would lecture about the genealogy
of Schlesien Jews (figure 4). Dr, Bernhard Brilling (born 1906 in Trzemeszno, Poland; Died 1987 in
Münster, Germany) was one of the leading genealogists in 20th Century Germany, and after World War
II, he focused on the Jews of Westphalia (Historic region in Germany) and complied a vast archive
about them. Before the war, Dr. Brilling arrived in Israel where he lost most of the materials he had
collected until then33. Hence, when he visited Jerusalem, Dr. Brilling met the members of the Jerusalem
Genealogical Society, and his name will be mentioned later on.

Figure 4: Report in the “Palestine Post” about the meeting of the Jewish genealogical society in
Jerusalem (March 31, 1940).

31)  On February 8th 1938, Café Tabor celebrated the opening in the new building at this address, adjacent to its former
building.
32)  Report in “Palestine Post”, March 31st, 1940.
33)  According to the Introduction by Peter W. Lande to the "Westphalian Jews” website on the JewishGen.org site (March
2011) http://www.jewishgen.org/databases/germany/westphalia.htm
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Early evidence of the activity of the Jewish Genealogical Society in Jerusalem, which operated in the
late 1930s and the early 1940s, are now accessible via the “Historic Hebrew Journalism” project, the
outcome of cooperation between Tel Aviv University (The Documentation Project- Islamic Countries)
and the National Library in Jerusalem (Digital Library). The project website provides access to 20
newspapers in a variety of languages (mostly Hebrew), from different times (starting from the second
half of the 19th Century and ending in the middle of the 20th Century), and from different areas in
the world. The project website, http://www.jpress.org.il allows for a full textual search in all of the
papers’ pages, due to the scanning and character recognition (OCR) techniques. By using different key
words, we have managed to trace the above detailed information about the activity of the first Jewish
Genealogical Society in the Land of Israel. The later reference which could be traced was dated June
27, 1949, when it was published in the “Palestine Post” that “Dr. S. ascher moved from Jerusalem to
11 Rehov Hursha, Mt. Carmel, Haifa with the Jewish Genealogical Archives34” (see Figure 5). Does Dr.
Ascher’s leaving Jerusalem, probably due to the death of his wife, Bettina (born 1878), 1n 194835 mark the
end of the Society’s activity? And the greater question is what has become of the Society’s archive?

Figure 5: Report of Dr. Ascher leaving Jerusalem (June 27th, 1949).
The Secret of the Missing Archive
Dr. Siegfried Ascher died in Haifa on June 22nd, 196236. The few testimonies pertaining to his life do
not even mention his genealogical activity, though it was there. The Jewish Genealogical Society in
Jerusalem axcited from the end of 1939, close to Dr. Ascher’s immigration to Israel, and until the end
of 1940 at least. Under the leadership of Dr. Siegfried Ascher, the society gathered for meeting which
included lectures in Café Tabor on Ben-Yehuda Street, complied an archive documenting the history
of Jewish German families, helped its members trace family members, and also (probably) began
publishing a quarterly for the research of Jewish genealogy in three languages (English, German and
French).
In many ways, this activity was the natural continuation of the activity of the Berlin Jewish Genealogical
Society under the leadership of Dr. Arthur Czellitzer from 1924 to 1938, when its activity was stopped
by the Nazi regime. Perhaps some of Dr. Ascher’s archive started its way with Dr. Czellitzer in Berlin.
The fate of this archive is a mystery. According to one speculation, the society’s archive reached the
Museum of Jewish History in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Nevertheless, correspondence with the

34)  "Social & Personal", "Palestine Post", 27 June 1949, p. 2.
35)  According to a profile of Bettina Ascher on the  Geni.com website, uploaded by Thomas Joski.
36)  As informed on the telephone by “Hevra Kadisha”, Haifa, March 2011.
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Museum37 revealed that “Part of Dr. Ascher’s collection, including family trees and notes, was handed to
his late colleague, rabbi Bernhard Brilling, who later donated it to the museum. The documents which
Rabbi Brilling received from Dr. Ascher do not include the society’s archive. Further, this collection
does not contain personal communications of Dr. Ascher, which pertain to the society’s activity (the
emphasis is in the original)”.
In light of advice given by the museum, the notion that the missing archive is to be found in the
Central Archive of Jewish History in Jerusalem, but correspondence with Archive Manager, Ms.
Hadassa Assoulin38, revealed they have no materials filed under the society’s name; Ms. Assouliln
recommended the Frankfurt Museum of Jewish history as a possible place for locating the archive…
Attempts to sort this issue with Dr. Ascher’s granddaughter have yielded no results39, and research in
veterans of the Israel Society of Family history have yielded no results either.
Either way, it seems that the figure of Dr. Siegfried Ascher was dominant in the short period of the
Jewish genealogical society in Jerusalem’s activity from the end of 1939 for an unknown period.
About 45 years after the establishment of the Jerusalem society, Genealogy returned to action in the
capital city, and meetings of the Israel Genealogical Society have taken place only a short distance
from Ben-Yehuda Street – where the first Jerusalem Society meetings took place.
In recent years genealogy has advanced and family research is essentially different from that
accustomed seventy years ago. Numerous sources of information are accessible via the Internet,
and are available for to anyone who is logged on, any time anywhere. Search via search engines in
digital sources enables many of us to learn about our genealogy, and thanks to these sources we can
also learn about those who brought Genealogy from Germany long before the beginnings of known
organized Jewish genealogy.

37)  Correspondence is found with the author, March 2011.
38)  Details with the author, March 2011.
39) Details with the author, March 2011.
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